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WESTERN REGIONALISM: VIEWS ON CASCADIA
David Cranet
Canadian Speaker
Thanks, Paul. I am going to be relatively brief, because I think, Paul, you
said ESPN has a special on bowling that you wanted to catch.
MR. FRASER: I told you it was my bowling night.
MR. CRANE: Well, I am going to follow on what I will say was a fascinating presentation.
I must say, Henry, my ears really perked up when he mentioned that Bill
Gates had set aside a million dollars a year for ten years. I thought we should
make a phone call next week. You might want to help on that because we
need equal treatment in this part of the country.
What struck me is that looking at the Canada-U.S. relationship, what is
happening at the provincial and state government levels on a regional basis
maybe more changed focus than what is actually happening at the national
government level.
It would be interesting for, I would think, for some kind of the academic
research study to examine all the various forms of what we call sub national
regional cross border collaboration.
I see a lot more of this happening. I remember Joel Garreau's 1981 book
The Nine Nations of North America.' I think there is a lot happening at the
regional level for purely pragmatic and practical reasons of solving problems
that have to be solved to facilitate a whole range of issues regionally.
As Paul mentioned, I just returned from the Western Governors' Association. It is interesting to see the amount of Canadian presence there and the
way in which the Canadians are accepted as part of the discussion.

t David Crane is Economics Editor of The Toronto Star and writes frequently on the
challenges of innovation and productivity for Canada. He has spent his career in journalism aside from 1984 where, at the Canada Development Investment Corp., he was closely
involved in the restructuring of Canadair and de Havilland Aircraft and the establishment
of Fishery Products International. David Crane is a graduate of the University of Toronto.
He holds an honorary degree from Wilfrid Laurier University and a similar citation from
Conestoga College. He has won a number of awards. David Crane is a board member of
the University of Toronto's Innovations Foundation, the North American Institute, and
the Canadian Member Committee of the Asia Pacific Security Cooperation Council. He is
also a member of the National Statistics Council that advises Statistics Canada.
I JOEL GARREAU, THE NINE NATIONS OF NORTH AMERICA (Houghton Mifflin Company
1981).
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The Western Governors rejpresent 18 states, North Dakota south to Texas
and everything west of there, and they border on B.C., Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba.3 The two sides of the border, if you like, share many
elements of what might be called a western culture.
We are accustomed to hearing Ralph Kline and others talk about the Canadian west. Well, Bill Richardson and people like that, talk just as strongly
and passionately about the western spirit in the United States. They share
many elements of what might be called the "Western Culture," which is a
frontier spirit resource-based economy and they say children and grandparents, they have a shared enemy; and, in the same sense, the western jurisdictions on both sides of the border feel the same way.
Neither of them has a great deal of admiration for their national capitols.
Anti-Washington language that is just as strong and when you get to the
western states of the United States, as it is when you sometimes go to Calgary or Vancouver. Therefore, they have these things.
Now, what is interesting is not just in western Canada and the western
states of this collaboration exits. If you go to other end of Canada, we have
something very similar. We have The Conference of New England Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers, 4 they meet every year, and they alternate in each other's country. In Canada, this includes the four Atlantic Provinces and Quebec, and in the United States Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Vermont.5 In the center, you have
something called the Great Lakes Governor's Council,6 which includes a
variety of states. I do not have the whole list here, but states like Michigan,
New York, Illinois, Ohio, Indiana and others; and Quebec and Ontario are
members.7 Probably, of the three regional associations of this sort, the Great
Lakes Governor's Council and the Ontario/Quebec relationship as being the
least effective so far.
Ontario, for example, has never really made up its mind whether it wants
to make a serious and sustained commitment to this enterprise, and the Great
2 Western Governors' Association: 2004 Annual Report, Western Governors' Association, available at: http://www.westgov.org/wga-governors.htm (last visited Oct. 27, 2004).
3 David Crane, Green Energy's Potential is Slowly Being Realized, TORONTO STAR, Apr.
21, 2004, available at: http://www.fuelcellscanada.ca/lndustry%20news/fcnews6.html (last
visited Oct. 27, 2004).
4 The New England Governors and the Eastern Canadian Premiers, available at:
http://www.negc.org/premiers.html (last visited Oct. 27, 2004).
5 Members of The Conference of New England Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers
available at: http://www.negc.org/negecpmembers.htmi (last visited Oct. 27, 2004).
6 Council of Great Lakes Governors, available at: http://www.cglg.org/index.asp (last
visited Oct. 27, 2004).
7 Overview - Council of Great Lakes Governors, available at:
http:l/www.cglg.org/lcontent/Overview/overview.asp (last visited Oct. 27, 2004).
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Lakes Governors' themselves seem not to be as well organized a group as the
Western or New England Governors. However, I think that this will change.
I think the new government in Ontario is much more focused in developing a better relationship with the Great Lakes states for a variety of reasons.
These include pressing issues on water and the Great Lakes Quality and diversion issues. They include the border management issues, border infrastructure issues, and they include opportunities for collaboration and for
competitiveness reasons, whether it is the automotive sector, I.T., life sciences, or the so-called hydrogen economy.
Last, but not least by any means, is the whole issue of electricity and the
importance of establishing a reliable electrical grid to serve this region across
the border. That is especially important for Ontario, because Ontario is and
will continue to be a net electricity importer from the United States.
Now, there are a number of reasons why these regional cross-border associations seem to work.
Most likely is that they work because the adjoining jurisdictions have
common problems of concerns that they have to deal with, environmental
management, infrastructure, things of those nature. I think it is a pragmatic
reason to solve shared problems.
Secondly, we are not moving towards greater decentralization and more
of the infrastructure energy and technology development opportunity are best
designed and more relevant by being under the direction of those closest to
the needs. There will continue to access national funding programs and
things of this sort, but I think we are moving to a situation where more of the
identification of how this money should be spent will be made locally.
Also I think it is easier for Premiers, Governor's, local legislators and
government officials, as well as even Mayors and Councils to get to know
each other and work together than it is for national governments.
Now, an additional advantage for Canada can be that state Governors may
go on to become members of the U.S. Senate or occasionally even a President. That is an additional investment or benefit that Canada can get by
working at the state level, and there are a number of examples that have.
These regional associations of federal and provincial and state governments can also work together to jointly lobby their respective national governments on issues that are important. One other thing is they work cooperatively on things, such as joint tourism projects and things of that nature,
where you can get an advantage of scale, if you like, a leverage, in tourism
promotion advertising by working together.
Therefore, I think these kinds of connections will continue to grow. One
of the interesting ones that made some very early days in the sense is this
whole talk of developing the hydrogen economy, and there is still many
question marks that surround it on issues such as hydrogen storage and hy-
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drogen transportation, and how you actually produce a hydrogen in a way on
the net benefit basis, environmental energy terms.
We see what is happening in British Columbia with the desire to have a
hydrogen corridor going from the Canada-U.S. border up to Whistler. You
have seen what the California governors announced, what they want to do
over the next ten years.
Washington is looking more and moving along a hydrogen corridor, what
that will mean is that as you develop this infrastructure of refueling stations,
and you locate many of them near to urban centers, individual municipalities
will be able to build through the public transportation systems, the delivery
vans, the post office or Fed-Ex and these kinds of things, municipal vehicles,
garbage collection, all those kinds of things. They all start to use fuel-cell
based vehicles as part of the process of going down the learning curve to
really advance this technology; and it is essential, if we are going to move to
a hydrogen-based economy, that we have this kind of practical demonstration
effect where we can learn not only how the technology works, but what the
maintenance issues are, and the design issues are. Can the mechanics get at
the parts they need to repair? You can only learn all these things through
actually using something.
Therefore, we are seeing in western Canada this possibility of developing
a hydrogen corridor. In central Canada, we can easily see Ontario, Michigan,
Illinois, Ohio, moving in this direction to build a similar kind of initiative.
Certainly, I think the new government in Ontario is examining not only
the water issue, the Great Lakes issue and the electricity issue, but also some
of these ways in which Ontario can collaborate with neighboring states to
advance automotive technology, hydrogen technology, these kinds of things.
Now, I want to talk a little bit about western Canada and regionalism,
even though I live in Toronto, but I do get all the mishaps from the Canada
West Foundation, which keeps me in line, even though I think the Federal
Government is the biggest single source of funding. That is an interesting
situation itself. However, it is a good example of the rapport that I mentioned between states and provinces. What this experience in the in western
Canada between the states and provinces and Cascadia has demonstrated is a
vast array of issues that the neighboring governments can deal with. Some
things I mentioned, electricity grids, energy, environmental research and
development on land use policy, on border infrastructure, helping to implement the Smart Borders Declaration that the two countries have signed.
They have many shared concerns on water, on native rights issues, fisheries
these kinds of things, and they can cooperate and deal with these activities in
a way that is much easier than it is by having to direct these activities out of
Ottawa or Washington.
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It is interesting to see how the western governors and western provinces
are utilizing federal programs on either side of the border to meet some of
their own needs.
One of the interesting things the U.S. Government is pursing is something
called the Carbon Sequestration Regional Partnerships. 8 Minnesota, North
Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, plus Manitoba and Saskatchewan set up the
Plains CO 2 Reduction Partnership. 9 They are using U.S. Federal funding and
the goal is to identify in this part of the continent potential CO 2 technologies
and to identify these and to enter into a competition at the latter part of next
year on a small scale l validation testing, which will get additional Department
of Energy financing.'
Another interesting thing in the energy field example of cross border project was a CO2 project, what is happening is that a power plant in North Dakota is sending by pipeline into Saskatchewan the CO 2 that it generates from
an electricity plant." In Saskatchewan, this CO 2 is being ejected into an oil
reservoir to extract additional oil and to determine whether the CO 2 can be
effectively stored in this reservoir as a way of dealing with green house gas
emissions.
Therefore, there are two things being addressed here. One is to increase
the output from existing oil fields. According to one Alberta estimate, every
one percent increase in extraction from existing conventional oil fields in
Alberta is equal to 5 billion dollars in additional government royalties. Thus,
there is a lot of money at stake. The other benefit is that by discovering an
effective way to get rid of CO 2 gas by burying it in these empty reservoirs
deep in the ground, we help deal with this challenge of the KYOTO Accord
and how to deal with greenhouse gas emissions.
Therefore, this is a very interesting cross-border project, and I could give
you a long list of these kinds of things that are happening in western Canada,
cross border collaboration being directed by state and provincial governments, which shows, in effect, how the regional approach is delivering something of consequence for the whole country.
Now, the one last point I wanted to make. I am not going to talk about
Cascadia. I think you already heard a lot about that. We can answer ques8 U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy, Carbon Sequestration Regional
Partnerships, available at- http://www.fe.doe.gov/programs/sequestration/partnerships/ (last
visited Oct. 27, 2004).
9 See http://www.undeerc.org/pcor/region.asp (last visited Oct. 27, 2004).
10 U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy, Carbon Sequestration Regional
Partnerships, Plains CO 2 Reduction Partnership, available at:
http://www.fe.doe.gov/programs/sequestration/partnerships/2003sel-gplains.html (last visited
Oct. 27, 2004).
i Kenneth Chang, A New Plan to CaptureGreenhouse Gas, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 17, 2001, at
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tions about it in the question and answer period, if people want to pursue it
further, but it is interesting there are so many different Cascadias now on the
web, you have to be careful which site you go on to, because you can end up
on the wrong one. There
is a quite separatist one, the Republic of Cascadia
12
that Paul referenced.
It says on their web site that now is the time for citizens of Cascadia to
demand their freedom from the oppressive governments of Canada and the
United States. For too long, people put up with indifference and
condescendence from distant seats of power. We have been subject to Francophonic imperialism, and wasteful spending of tax money. Entrepreneurs
are being attacked by the so-called justice system for merely doing their jobs
and growing our economy. When will we say enough is enough? This a
whole web site about independence and they have their own flag.
Interestingly, they are going to put the Capitol for this new republic in
now what is now part of Canada, I think is that Prince Rupert or Prince
George.
MR. FRASER: Between Prince Rupert and Prince George.
MR. CRANE: We can talk about Cascadia more in the question and answer session.
One thought I want to leave with, which is not directly related to everything else I had to say, is one of greatest challenges we have, both in the
broader picture and at the sub national level is to recognize that we are in the
midst of a period of profound change. That we cannot rely on incrementalism as a way to deal with our issues.
When I go to speak to high school students, I think they really understand
it. In 25 or say 30 years from now we are going to have another 2 1/2 billion
people in the world. All of those people are going to want a much higher
standard of living then their parents have today in these countries and of the
other people in these countries want the same thing.
The real issue is how do we accommodate that without destroying the
biosphere? In our countries, it is not just a matter of energy, but how we
continue increasing the supply. We really have to control on the demand
side, because I think the biggest challenge of the 21st century will be how the
planet is able to live in a cooperative way without fighting each other when
there is going to be much more of a competition for resources, for space, for
all of these things. We are going to bump up in a serious way against some
of the limits of the biosphere. We have to become much more accomplished
at being able to take a longer term and more global view of how we deal with
our challenges.

12

See http://zapatopi.net/cascadia.html (last visited Oct. 24, 2004).
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What bothers me so much in all this discussion we have these days, there
is obliviousness to the fact that the world is going to be quite a different environment 25 or 30 years from now; and that really is not very far away.
Therefore, we have to have this much different kind of view and thinking
in everything we do.
Therefore, that is a different note I wanted to end on. Thanks.

